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Executive Summary
In Pennsylvania, landlords can legally refuse to accept housing vouchers and other public financial
assistance as valid income, making it difficult for low-income families and individuals to find affordable
housing in good neighborhoods. The Pennsylvania State Legislature should amend the Pennsylvania
Human Relations Act to ban discrimination based on source of legal income as part of a wider strategy to
improve the affordable housing landscape in Pennsylvania. A successful legislative campaign would
include building a broad coalition of supporting organizations and a well-executed education campaign.
Section I: Background & Motivation
Defining source of income discrimination and its impact
In 1968, one of the landmark legislative achievements of the civil rights era, the Fair Housing Act,
prohibited discrimination based on race, religion, national origin or sex in the sale, rental, or financing of
housing.1 However, the Fair Housing Act does not protect people using public assistance or other nonwage income such as disability or social security benefits, child support, veteran benefits, or Section 8
Housing Choice Vouchers (HCV) to pay for housing, meaning landlords can legally discriminate based on
source of income (SOI). The result is that families and individuals using vouchers or public assistance
struggle to find housing they can afford in better, lower-poverty neighborhoods.
In 2017, the Housing Authority of the City of Pittsburgh estimated that a measly 25 to 30 percent
of housing voucher recipients find a landlord willing to take the voucher, and the Housing Authority of
Allegheny County estimated its success rate at about 50 percent.2 Research has shown that laws that ban
source of income discrimination can facilitate better voucher utilization rates; a study of utilization before
and after SOI law enactment found improvements in utilization rates ranged from 4 to 11 percentage
points.3 For a local housing authority with 10,000 vouchers, this represents between 400 and 1,100 more
families successfully receiving assistance.
Furthermore, landlord rejection of housing vouchers is a likely barrier to moving to neighborhoods
with lower concentrations of poverty. Nationwide, only 14 percent of families with children in the HCV
program live in low-poverty neighborhoods, and the research supports the notion that families would like
to move to better neighborhoods but are unable to.4 A widely cited longitudinal study underscores the
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importance of neighborhood on child outcomes; children under 13 who moved to less poor
neighborhoods via the HCV program had higher future annual incomes in their 20s (31% greater than
children who remained in low-income neighborhoods), higher college attendance rates, and attended
higher quality colleges.5 The constraint of landlord acceptance of HCV makes it more difficult for families
and individuals to move to neighborhoods that are safer, have more job opportunities, have better access
to public transit, and have better schools.
SOI laws are sweeping the nation
Currently, fourteen states and over 75 cities and counties have enacted laws banning source of
income discrimination6. As states and municipalities face a growing affordable housing crisis, source of
income laws have seen an increase in popularity. In 2017, the American Bar Association adopted a
resolution that urged “federal, state, local, and territorial governments to enact legislation prohibiting
discrimination in housing on the basis of lawful source of income.” 7 Since 2018, the states of Washington,
California, New York, Maryland, and Virginia have passed or updated SOI laws. 8
Section II: Policy Precedent & Considerations
Existing SOI laws in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh
In 1980, Philadelphia enacted an ordinance to include source of income as a protection against
unlawful discrimination in the Philadelphia Code. 9 This law is still in place and is enforced by Philadelphia
Commission on Human Relations.
In 2015, the City of Pittsburgh passed an ordinance prohibiting source of income discrimination.
However, litigation initiated by the Apartment Association of Metropolitan Pittsburgh has suspended this
ordinance as the Commonwealth Court ruled the ordinance was in violation of the Home Rule Law.10 An
appeal to the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in 2019 resulted in the case being remanded back to the
Commonwealth Court for reconsideration, with instruction to consider whether the Second Class City
Code or Pennsylvania Human Relations Acts expressly authorize Pittsburgh to enact the ordinance. 11 The
Commonwealth Court upheld the previous ruling in March 2020, prompting the City of Pittsburgh to file
for another review by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in May 2020; which, if denied, finalizes the ruling
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and officially invalidates the SOI discrimination ordinance.12 As the outlook for Pittsburgh’s ordinance is
bleak, Pittsburgh should consider advocating for action in the state legislature – to enact a state-level
source of income anti-discrimination law.
Action on the state-level
To date, there has been no proposal in the Pennsylvania State Legislature to introduce a statewide
source of income discrimination law. Following the example of other states, state legislation should
propose an amendment to the Pennsylvania Human Relations Act to include source of income as a
protected class against housing discrimination. When it comes to drafting the legislation, there are several
important considerations to ensure strong legislation:
1) Explicitly prohibit voucher discrimination: Assuming voucher discrimination is implicit in “source
of income” may result in unnecessary and time-consuming litigation.13
2) Explicitly prohibit minimum income requirements based on the entire rent: Landlords may set
minimum income requirements based on entire rent to circumvent the law; minimums should be
based on only the tenant’s portion of rent. 14
3) Resist exemptions: Although it may appear to be a good political compromise, small owners are
a crucial part of the rental market and should not be exempted from the law. 15
4) Include enforcement mechanisms: three mechanisms for strong enforcement include a private
right to action, availability of damages, and court-awarded attorney’s fees for a successful claim. 16
Based on other states’ experiences, legislators should be cautious not to compromise on these
components during the political process, otherwise the law could be weakened by future court
interpretations, loopholes discovered by landlords, and/or poor enforcement. This legislation amending
the Pennsylvania Human Relations Act would not have an impact on the state budget, although it should
be considered that the PA Commission on Human Relations may require additional resources to
adequately enforce the law.

Section III: Political Concerns and Strategy
Potential opposition from landlords and Republicans
As demonstrated by Pittsburgh’s struggle to implement a SOI law, landlord associations will
strongly oppose any SOI law. The Apartment Association of Metropolitan Pittsburgh would likely continue
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their efforts to thwart SOI legislation along with other local apartment associations statewide. The
Pennsylvania Residential Owner’s Association, a lobbyist group in Harrisburg representing rental property
owners and property managers, is also a sure opponent.
In the states that passed SOI laws in the past two years, all have Democratic party control of the
state legislature at minimum and the majority have Democratic control of the governorship as well.
Pennsylvania, which has both a Republican-controlled House and Senate, most likely faces an uphill battle
and narrow chances for success. Given a SOI law effectively places restrictions on the private housing
market, it is highly unlikely that the Republican leadership would allow this legislation to the floor. Probusiness Republicans who are interested in cutting government involvement in the private real estate
market are likely to be strong opponents of any SOI legislation.
Potential supporters in the PA legislature
As Pittsburgh will likely not be able to implement its own SOI law without state action, Democratic
Allegheny County legislators could potentially lead the fight for a state-level SOI law. Rep. Sara Innamorato
could be a strong advocate as she campaigned on a platform of “housing as a human right” and is also a
member of the Urban Affairs committee, to which the bill will likely be assigned after being introduced.
Although Philadelphia already has its own SOI law, legislators from Philadelphia are likely to
support their Pittsburgh colleagues and Philadelphia may also gain from a statewide law in terms of
stronger enforcement and greater landlord awareness. To draw a comparison, New York City already had
SOI law for over a decade, but NYC legislators and organizations were key players in the push for a
statewide SOI law.
While HCV recipients are one of the largest affected groups, veterans receiving disability benefits
or HUD-VASH benefits, which is a voucher program that provides rental assistance to homeless veterans,
also face discrimination. Placing an emphasis on the benefits of the source of income discrimination
legislation to veterans as well as potentially including veteran status as protected class in the bill could be
an avenue to gain much-needed Republican votes.
Evidence that this strategy could attract bipartisan champions is demonstrated by the Fair
Housing Improvement Act of 2018, which sought to ban discrimination in housing based on source of
income or veteran status on the federal-level and was introduced by Senator Tim Kaine (D-VA) and
Senator Orrin Hatch (R-UT) in the U.S. Senate.17 Although the bill never made it out of committee, it is
clear that including veteran status and emphasizing that the benefit for veterans was the basis for
Republican Senator Hatch’s support. In describing the bill, he stated: “helping veterans lead lives of dignity
and independence has long been among my top priorities.”18 It is possible that this bipartisan
collaboration could be replicated in the Pennsylvania legislature, and be a strategy to gain Republican
supporters or champions. It is unlikely the proposed legislation would gain broad bipartisan support in the
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Pennsylvania legislature, but the veteran emphasis may be sufficient in gaining the Republican votes
needed to pass the legislation.
Especially if the legislative campaign for a state SOI law is spearheaded by Allegheny County
representatives, Senate Minority Leader Jay Costa as well as Democratic Caucus Chair, Senator Wayne
Fontana are likely to support the legislation. Senator Vincent Hughes (D-Philadelphia), who is the
Appropriations Committee Minority Chair, may also be champion based on his engagement in affordable
housing issues; in 2020 he introduced a bold affordable housing plan, the New Deal for Housing.19
In terms of potential Republican supporters in the Senate, Senator Killian introduced a bill to
incentivize private investment in affordable housing that passed in the Senate, indicating an interest in
housing issues, however, it is unclear whether he would support legislation that ostensibly places a
regulation on the private rental market.
Section IV: Path to Success
Building a broad coalition
For the states of New York and Maryland, which passed SOI laws in 2019 and 2020, respectively,
organizing large coalitions with diverse members was an integral part of the legislative victory. In
Maryland, the HOME Act Coalition consisted of 60 members including housing developers/providers,
housing advocates, civil rights activists, faith leaders, community advocates, disability rights groups,
veteran groups, and unions. The coalition’s advocacy campaign was led jointly by the Homeless Persons
Representation Project and Public Justice Center.20 New York State had followed a similar strategy, ERASE
Racism NY founded the Statewide Source of Income Coalition in 2016 and led the effort along with the
Fair Justice Housing Center, Enterprise, and the New York Housing Conference. 21 The coalition was
comprised of 110 member organizations across diverse domains, thus having a wide reach.
Pennsylvania should also follow this strategy of amassing a diverse array of groups from large
statewide housing advocacy organizations to small community advocacy groups, led by several highly
engaged organizations to push the campaign forward and keep messaging focused and organized.
Pennsylvania organizations that could be involved include the Housing Alliance of PA and the Fair Housing
Partnership of Greater Pittsburgh, the latter which has already demonstrated their dedication to the issue
through their involvement in Pittsburgh’s SOI lawsuit. Given the American Bar Association’s strong stance
on this issue, the Public Interest Law Center could likely be engaged. Local Human Relations Commissions
have ties to various civil rights and community advocacy groups that could be mobilized. Tenant unions
such as the Tenant Union Representative Network in Philadelphia and the Pittsburgh Union of Regional
Renters as well as Pennsylvania’s local housing authorities would also likely strongly support the effort.
The housing authorities as well as other organizations that collect and analyze valuable data such as the
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Allegheny County Department of Human Services could be valuable in putting together a campaign that
accurately and vividly depicts the impact a SOI law could have.
Messaging and Education Campaign
As the inclusion of Housing Choice Vouchers in the legislation is the primary reason for opposition,
a smart campaign will disabuse the public, landlords, legislators of myths and misunderstandings
regarding the HCV program and its participants. A good education campaign would clarify that a SOI law
would not prevent landlords from using their usual (lawful) screening criteria regarding tenant history or
from charging a security deposit, and emphasize that HCV payments are reliable and tenants have strong
incentives to uphold the terms of the lease. 22
Furthermore, testimonies from Pennsylvania residents who have been affected by source of
income discrimination could be a powerful tool in demonstrating the human impact of this
discrimination.23 Highlighting the challenges families face in finding affordable housing in their own words
can help correct misconceptions about the low-income individuals who are affected and can have an
emotive persuasive power that statistics from state and local agencies lack. To engage Pennsylvania
legislators who care deeply about veterans’ issues, these efforts should include veterans who have faced
source of income discrimination in their search for housing. New York employed this strategy and featured
several New York resident’s stories in short videos, which were then used in the #BanIncomeBiasNY social
media campaign. Finally, engaging landlords who participate in the HCV program to speak about their
positive experiences and advantages of the program can help counteract misinformed narratives about
the burden of the program and the tenants who participate.24
Conclusion
In a Republican-controlled legislature, a state-level source of income law faces significant barriers
to passage. However, building off the successes (and failures) of other states, a legislative campaign can
employ various strategies to improve its chances for success. Passage of a source of income law would
impact thousands of Pennsylvanians access to affordable, dignified housing and hopefully create
momentum for more fair and affordable housing policies to transform Pennsylvania.
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